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CIO Management Team Minutes 
June 5, 2012 

ITEC Members:  
 
Michael Ciri – UAS Director of Information Technology Services 
 
Karl Kowalski – UAF Chief Information Technology Officer 
 
Martha Mason – UAF Chief Information Officer for OIT / Executive Director of User Services 
 
Minutes and Highlights from Meetings: 
Actions from June 5 call: 
1.       OIT is working with UAA to explore enterprise licensing for Pharos print management 
software. 
 
2.       UAS moved their instance of ELMO to 3.21 today.  Assuming no problems arise in the 
next week or so, UAS recommends that all MAUs move to the current version. 
 
3.       Blackboard SSO: the building block has been sent to UAA and UAF.  UAA has 
completed testing and will be moving toward prod in their normal change management 
process.  No word yet on the UAF side, although it is expected that they will be installing it 
on their test server soon. 
 
4.       Blackboard “My UA Courses”: Once the SSO is up and running at both UAA and UAF, 
UAS will begin development on a “My Courses” module to be installed in the UAF and UAA 
Blackboard instances. 
 
a.       Current design is to avoid creating a separate repository of sensitive enrollment 
information by leverage the Banner data service.  The intent is that the service will be 
queried each time a user signs into Blackboard.  The information will then be cached for 
that session.  This will ensure that their course information is always up-to-date. 
 
b.      The module will display all courses a user is affiliated with on the local server, merged 
with a complete list of all classes for the user from Banner.  If the user clicks on a “local” 
course, they will connect normally.  If they click on a course housed on a remote server, 
they will be connected in a new browser window. 
 



c.       Each MAU will need to decide what a user should see if a course site does not exist or 
is inactive.  It is expected that this will be a web page maintained by the campus support 
group. 
 
d.      Assuming the UAF/UAA SSO deployments are completed soon, UAS hopes to have a 
prototype module available by the end of July. 
 
5.       SSO from UA Online into Blackboard: While this is technically possible, the CIOs 
would like to make sure that it is strategic before creating this linkage. 
 
6.       Virtual Computer Labs: The Adobe license stipulates that their software is not to be 
made available in a “virtual computer lab.”   It is important that our staff understand the 
distinction between VDI technology and a “virtual computer lab.” 
 
a.       Using virtual servers and desktop virtualization does not by itself  constitute a virtual 
computer lab. 
 
b.      The current UAS strategy is to leverage VDI to better manage software images on 
currently deployed university desktops.  This use is not a “virtual computer lab.” 
 
c.       Should a campus decouple a desktop image from university managed hardware and 
facilities, they would be running a “virtual computer lab.”  Examples would include a pool 
of virtual stations accessible from student owned equipment, either on campus or at 
remote location.  In such cases, care must be taken to ensure that all software is 
appropriately licensed for virtual delivery.  Specifically, the adobe software cannot 
currently be provided to these users. 
 
7.       Additional Adobe Licensing considerations: The negotiated settlement with Adobe 
allows UA to provide their software to our traditional stakeholder groups until October 
2013.  Adobe has signaled that any subsequent use will not include University staff and 
departments.  This means that any use outside of instructional delivery will require 
additional licensing.  The projected costs to the university are astronomic.  While  CIOs will 
be evaluating alternative software licensing approaches over the upcoming year, MAUs 
should aggressively  pursue strategies that limit dependence on the Adobe software suite.  
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